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ABSTRACT

The feasibility of a microcomputer based myoelectric

limb controller is denonstrated. This limb controLler

consists of two microprocessorsi one responsible for data

acguisition and motor controf and the other for use as a

signal processor. A four function prosthetic tirnb (hand,

wrist, e1bow, and humeral) intended for use by above elbow

amputees is controlled by the limb controller which uses

onl-y 410 mÀ of current from a 7.2 volt battery. Software

implemented on the limb controller has duplicated the

present technology in clinical myoelectric limb controLlers
( i . e. two and three state control ) and presents the

possibility for more advanced uses of the prosthetíc limb

such as multifunction and preprogrammed movements' À four

coefficient autoregressíve model of the electrornyographic

signal is implemented on the limb controlLer, but it does

not presently provide sufficiently accurate control for use

in a clinical systen.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTI ON

From the beginning of time human beings have used tools

to overco¡ne their deficiencies in dealing with their

environment. From the cutting edge of the knife to the

automobile these tools have become extensions of their

natural abil"ities. However ' for the amputee, before many of

these tools can be fully used a more basic tool must be

made, a prosthetic limb to replace the natural Iimb that is

míssing. These prosthetic limbs have ranged from the "peg

Ieg" of æeg4-ç-I-$bn-d's Captain Long John Silver 
.and 

the

hook of Egel-Bg's Captain Hook to the complex powered

upper and Ior,rer I inb prostheses of today. whi Ie tnany

advances in the area of self contained Iimb prostheses have

occurred, it is generally agreed that there is still a great

deal of research and development that must be conducted into

the control anil powering of prosthetic Limbs to achieve

natural Iimb function and cosmetic appeal. This is

especially t,rue for upper Iimb prostheses where the

functionality and cosmetics are more readity evident than in

the Lower 1imb.

The design of an upper limb prosthesis and limb

controller is a difficutÈ task that must take into account

many different factors. Àn excellent discussion on the
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probtems associated h'ith the development of an upper Iimb

prosthesis is given by Jacobsen et ar. [1]. one of the most

prornising areas of research for upper Iimb prostheses is the

use of biopotential signals, such as the electromyographic

signalr lo control the prosthesis. this method uses muscles

that stilI are present on the arm, but can no longer perform

a useful function, to cont,rol the artificial Iirnb' For

exampJ-e, for a below elbow amputee' an artificial hand coufd

be controlled by the norv useless hand and wrist flexors and

extensors. As either muscle group contracts the resulting

electromyographic signal can be detected and control

accomplished (i.e. open or cfose hand). The first
eLectromyographically controlled prosthesis was designed by

Reiter [2] in 1948. Since then many other attempt.s. have been

made at achieving a more complete prosthesis but only a few

commercial systems are now in existence. Notable advances in

externaLly powered ( i.e. battery or some other form of

energy) myoelectric artificial limbs since Reiter's first
attempt inctude: the IBM arm [3], the Boston elbow [4], the

veteran Àdministration elbow [5], the Otto Bock hand [6] '
L.he Fídelity hand 17 l, [8], the rtalian arm [9], the Ner¡

York University elbow [ 10 J , the Variety Village e].bow [ 11 ] '
the University of New Brunswick hand [12], and the Ulah Àrm

t13]. Recent work to produce new commercial prostheses has

occurred in Japan T.141 , [15], [16], at the university of

Utâh wíth the Utah elbow [17], and at several other centers

around the world [ 18 ] , [19 ] ' and [20 ] .
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white all the above advances in powered upper linb

prosthetic limbs have increased either the availability'

funclionalityf or cosmetic appeal of prosthetic Iirnbs they

a1l rely on essentially the same method of controL when used

with myoelectric limb controllers. This control scherne

consists of amplifying the electrornyographic signal of a

suitab.le muscle to a useable voltage, calcul'ating the poY¡er

of the muscle activity using analog filtering techniques,

using a predetermined threshoLd to determine Ì{hether or not

there is muscle activity, and turning a joint motor on or

off based on the muscle activity. This makes the interface

between the user and the prosthetic limb essentially that of

an on/off. switch (i.e. muscle contracts - joint motor turns

on, muscle relaxes - joint motor turns off). This technique

also implies the need for a second controlling muscle to

give joint motion in the opposite direclion (i.e. "open" and

"cLose" notions are needed in a practical prosthesis).

GeneralIy an antagonist pair of muscles, such as the biceps

and triceps, are used as the controlling muscles. À block

diagram of a typical myoelectric prosthesis control system

is given in Figure 1.

Some of the newer limb controlfers use three sÈate

control from each muscle (i.e. same nuscle controls open'

close, and off) and some five state control schemes have

been proposed [21]. Yet, even with five reliable states of

control complete natural control of prosthetic limbs wiII
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never be achieved because of the many degrees of freedom

which exist in the natural human limb. In fact' the natural

human limb has approximately 87 gross degrees of freedom

with many more internal degrees of freedom 1221 . In

addition, many amputees have probterns with the remaining

musculature of the amputated lirnb (e.g. spasticity,

contractures, weakness, etc.. ) and cannot use the present

day myoelectric prostheses properly if at a11. What is

needed is a cont.rof scheme that v¡iIt allow the user to have

more complete control of the prosthesis ranging from the

direction of motion to the strength and speed of that

motion. Yet this control scheme must also be more robust to

problems that can affect the remaining musculature of the

amputee. This obviously implies that robust limb controllers

with many degrees of freedom must be developed for use with

prosthetic l imbs.

At the present timè there are many promising control

algorithms under devefopnent around the world ranging from

observations on the biornechanics of natural limb motion to

conplex st.atistical methods that require a great deal of

computational power. More information on some of these new

techniques can be found by consulting the following

references; Scott [23], Jacobsen [24], tTood 1251 , Simpson

1261 , Childress [27], Hogan [28], oetuca [29], stein [301,

Graupe [31], Sarilis 1321 , .lerard [33], and Shwedyk [34].

However¡ ñâD! of these control schemes are computationally'
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or decision, orientated and cannot be used in present

myoelectric limb controllers. this is because present Iinb

controlLers use analog circuits, such as filters and

threshold detectors, to operate. What is needed is to

design, implement and test a prosthetic limb and limb

controller upon which these contro] schemes can be

implemented vrithout redesigning the limb controller each

time a new control algorithm is used. The obvious answer is

to design a microprocessor based computer interface betr'reen

the user and the prosthetic limb. This limb controLler will

allow complex and simple control algorithms to be

implemented by merely changing the Iimb controller software

which is much more cost and time effective than changing the

limb controLler hardware. each tíme. The objective of this

thesis is the design, inpfernentat i on , and dernonstration of

such a myoelectric 1i¡nb controller using microprocessor

based computer hardware powerful enough to implement most of

the above control algorithms. In addition, the feasibility

or infeasibility of using microcomputers as myoelectric

lirnb controllers ís lo be investigated.

1.1 Prosthetic Limb and Controller Overview

The goal of this thesis is to create the necessary

hardware and software to implenent a variety of modern

myoelectric prosthesis cont.rol methods. The resulting

computer wilI be used to shon the feasibilty' or
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infeasibility, of myoelectríc prosthesis controL using

computers. However, it should be remembered that tl¡e

resulting prosthetlc limb and Iimb controller is created to

be used as a demonst.ration project and design tooL and not

as a f inal- end product. This means that in the final

impLementation of the prosthesis, sections of the present

limb controller may not be necessary. Yet, a final product

will not have to be redesigned. This is because the present

design is set up to allow the removal of sections of the

limb controller, that in the future rnay be deemed

unnecessary, without necessitating a complete redesign of

the Iinb controller.

The linb controlLer presently consists of five printed

circuit boards each approximate1y 23 cm. (9 in.) square.

These boards are stacked on top of each other creating final
dimensions of 23 x 23 x 21 cm.. The device can be powered by

any battery between 7.2 and 15 volts that can deliver at

least 1.2 ampere-hours (ehrs) of current and can withstand a

maximal surge of 5 to 6 amps. There is an on/off switch that

can be easily modifíed into any other f orrn of switch, such

as a microswitch, that can be instafled in the prosthesis.

As vrell, Èhe Limb controller presently has an on board

baltery charger with user adjustable output voltage and

current leveLs.
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The controlling computer of the Iinb controller is

actually made from two microprocessors. One microprocessor,

a CD80C86, is dedicated to signal analysis while the second

microprocessor, a MC14680582, controls the data acguisition

of the myoelectric signal, controls the prosthesis motors,

and acts as the l-imb controller supervisor. This aIlows the

controlling computer to react much more quickly than if only

one microprocessor were used to gather the data, process the

data, and implement the desired control of the prosthetic

1imb. The two nicroprocessors communicate via a shared

mernory with the CD80C86 operating at a clock rate of 4.77

MHz and the MC14680582 operating at 2.38 MHz. Memory

consists of 4k words of control memory and 2k words of focal

variable nemory for the.signal microprocessor, 4k bytes of

control memory and 128 bytes of loca1 variable menory for

the system supervisor and 4k words of shared variable memory

set up ínto two banks of 2k words each. Four channels of

myoelectric signals can be acquired at a maximum sampling

rate of 10 kHz for one channel to 2.5 kHz for alL four

channels. The myoelectric signaLs are acquired using dry

electrodes and are amplified to about 10 volts peak to peak

before being digitized by a 12 bit analog to digital
converter. The digitized data are then stored in the

computer rnernory. Motor control i s presently only

"open/close" in nature but provisions have been made to

alfow for proportional control to be used in the future.

This hardware allows the limb controller to operate ín real
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time running under most of the control algorithms mentioned

in the preceding and succeeding pages.

while aLmost any upper limb prosthesis will- demonstrate

the principles needed for this thesis, an above elbow

prosthesis is used because this type of prosthesis is where

microprocessor control can provide the greatest increase in

function. The prosthetic limb allows the user the three nost

used natural functions associated with the upper Iimb (elbow

.flexion/extension, forearm pronatíon/supination, and hand

grasp/release). rn addítion, humeral rotation (normal1y

associated with the shoulder but lost with most above elbow

anputees t35l ) is included as a fourth motion. The limb

controller is connected to the user and prosthehic limb by

an urnbilical cord that passes the myoelectric signals to,

and control signals from, the fimb controller. À picture of

the prosthesis showing both the prosthetic lirnb and limb

controller is shown in Figure 2.

Àt present, the user effects limb movement and control

in the following manner:

The user contracts or relaxes a muscle group(s) in a

way that corresponds to the desired action.

The electromyographic signal ( s) are digitized by

the data acquisitíon section and stored in nemory.

2
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The signal microprocessor detects the change in

muscle activity and informs the molor controfler

the change in action required.

The motor controller effects the desired action

turning on or off the appropriate motor(s).

the

of

by

The foltoving chapters describe the Iimb conLrol"ler

construction .and operation in general terms. Three other

technical manuals ' not released with this thesis I are

referenced in the Bibliography and give much more detailed

descriptions of the linb controller hardware and sof tvtare ' A

short overview of the research undertaken for this project

is given beLow.

1-2 overview of Research

The research undertaken for this thesis does not

chronologícalIy follow the order given in the foLJ'owing

chapters. The first part of the investigation invol-ved an

extensive literature search to find other projects in the

myoelectric Iimb control area that had similar goals or

objectives. This survey revealed that very few attempts had

been made to incorporate microprocessor based technology

into a myoelectric limb controlLer. As well' any attempts

that been made were dated by several years. This showed that

the research into the limb controller hardware could not

reLy to any great extent on previous work. Hor',ever, several
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promising control- algorithms requiring computer based

decision and mathernatical abilities were found. These were

more closely investigated by computer simulation and the

autoregressive modeL described in Châpter 3 l¡as found to be

the most promising. In investigating the control algorithms

severaL programs were written to aid in future studies of

control algorithms before they are actually implemented on

the Iimb controlLer.

The next phase of the project involved the hardware

design of the Iimb controller. A first prototype was

designed and constructed. This prototype demonst.rated that

the fundamental principles behind the hardware would work.

However, problems with the implementation necessitated the

design and construction of a second more robust prototype.

This is the ]imb controfler presently available for use in

further research and investigation.

The third phase of the project involved the writing of

the limb controller software ¡nuch of which was adapted from

the software written to investigate the control algorithns.

original software incLuded the operatíng systèm of the limb

controlLer and the multichannel variance control algorithms.

The final phase of the research involved verification

of the correct operation of the Iimb controfler hardware and

software. This was not a complete testf because no clinical
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trials were made with the limb controller. However, these

tests conclusively verified the correct operation of the

prosthesis hardware and software design and demonstrated the

potential of the Iimb controller.



CHAPTER 2

HARDWÀRE DES I GN

rn designing a controller for any purpose the basic

system requirements must f j.rst be defined. For this linb

controller there are several obvious requirements and a few

other more subtle ones. These are summarized below:

i ) Powe r The l inb controller power

requirenent must be low enough to

aLlow it to be powered by portable

rechargeable batter i es.

i i ) Size The limb controfler must be smalL

enough to allow it to fit into a

prosthet ic 1imb.

iií) Lightrer_s¡t The I i rnb

lightweight

carr ied by

per iods of

c onnect i on

prosthesis,

J. imb s tump ,

exceeding a

controller nust be

because it ¡ri11 be

the user for extended

t ime and afso the

between the user and

through the rernaining

can only bear loads not

few k i lograms .



iv ) Natural The limb controlLer must be natural

to operate r o! eas i lY Iearned,

because the user will not use the

prosthesis if it is difficult or

awkward to use.

v) FIexible The controlling output from the

Limb controller control must be

flexible enough to allow the limb

controller to be used vtith most

types of externally Powered uPPer

Iimb prostheses.

vi ) Povrer f uL The limb controll"er must be capable

of handling the various processing

requírements that maY be Placed on

it by different control aLgorithms.

vii)@. The limb controller must respond

quickly to the user's commands to

avoid any time 1ag that nay detract

fron the effectiveness of the

control algor i thm.

The above requirements are aII necessary in a fína1

version of the limb controller but some are not necessary in

a first prototype. In this thesis the fundamental problems
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of the limb controlLer are addressed while those that are

not so fundamental are left to be done in further work' The

fundamental requirenents are aLI of the above list except

that of the size requirement. A few years ago the size

constraint would have been a major constraint on the design'

but with the advances in very large scale integration (vLsI )

and hybridization techniques this has become a secondary

design problem. The above requirements place some strong

constraints on the design and these will be discussed in the

following sections. what follows is not a detailed

discussion of the limb controller hardware I but rather a

more general discussion of the design of this myoelectric

Iimb controLfer. Details of the . limb controller

impJ-ementation and operation. are given in the Iimb

controLler hardware manual given in the Bibliography'

2.1 Powèr Supplv

One of the most crucial components in a myoelectric

prosthesis is the power supply to the controlling

electronics and driving motors. An ideal power supply would

defiver power to the timb for an entire day and would be

able to be quickly recharged. Present myoelectric Iimb

controllers use power supplies derived from batteríes that

last from 4 to I hours depending on the amount of use' These

batteries typically are rated at aboul 250 milliamphours

(mÀhr) and deliver about 1 mA continuously to the
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controlling electronics of the Iimb controÌIer. The motors

used to produce limb movement are the main power drains of a

myoelectric prosthesis. The current drains vary from 50 mA

under no load conditions for a hand motor to a maximum of

35OO mA when an elbow motor is in a stall condition.

Therefore, for present clinical linb control-Iers the more

the limb is used the shorter the battery life (i.e. battery

life is heavily dependent on limb usage). However, for this

prosthesis, the constant current drain on the battery by the

limb controfler is much larger than conventional Iimb

controllers. Therefore, fot the designed prosthesis (1imb

controller and prosthetic limb) the battery life is almost

independent of use. Thus, one of the major problems in this

project was to find a method of supplyíng power to the limb

controlfer while stitl giving ).ong battery Iife. Àn

additional constraint on Èhe battery selection is the weíght

and síze of the battery. If a battery is too large or too

heavy the prosthetist cannot place the battery in the

prosthesis. In addition' the user of the prosthesis will

object because of cosmetic reasons or because the prosthesis

will be come too heavY to wear.

The batlery selected for the prosthesis is a Saft Pack

Battery nurnber 120-198 rated at 1.2 volts and 1.2 Ahr. Six

of these batteries were combined in series to form a 7.2

volt 1.2 Ahr battery. The overall weight is 500 grans which

is just over the recommended maximum, of 450 grams 
'
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suggested by a prosthetist. The discharge curve. of the

battery is shown in Figure 3. Notice that the baltery

voltage drops off quickly when the battery is abouL to be

discharged. Thus, this choice of battery is good because the

operating voLtage is present for a maximal length of time.

For prototype testing a stronger battery is used. This

battery is a ge1 cell battery number GC826 raled at 8.0

volts and 2.6 Ahrs. The weight of this battery' 1100 grams I

prohibits its use in clinical trials.

The limb controller requires a five vol! supply because

of the microcomputer components in it. This is generated by

a five volt regulator placed across the battery supply

lines. The regulator is rated to deliver 5 volts at 1.5 amps

and so can easily supply the current requirements of the

limb controller. There are other techniques of supplying

power to a portable Iimb controller, such as running the

controf circuitry directty from the battery. This was not

used in this linb controller for several reasons. The

primary reason is to maintain voltage supply accuracy to the

digital computer circuitry' This is necessitated because

several of the computer components require the supply

voltage to be within 10 p. of their nominal supply voltage of

5 volts. À secondary reason to use a regulated 5 volt supply

is to achieve some isolation between the joint notor voltage

supply and the conputer voLtage suppl-y. The joint rnotors of

the prosthetíc Limb are powered direclLy from the battery
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and tendf like all dc notors, to produce electrical noise on

their voltage supply lines. This noise can be a problem for

digital circuitry and is disastrous for the accuracy of the

analog circuitry. IsoLation through a five volt reguLator

can help to remove this noise and so a regulated supply is

used. It should be noted that noise from the fimb notors is

also present on the electrical ground of the limb controller

but can be suff iciently reduced by proper grounding

techn ique s .

It vras found early in the development of the limb

controlLer that electrical isolation between the digital and

analog areas of the limb controller would be a problem'

Digital circuits set up a great deal of switching noise or'

power supply lines that can reduce the accuracy of an analog

circuit. A simple way to reduce this problem is to use

separate power supplies for each area but this uses too

much space ' increases weight ¡ and also increases the

complexity. The best solution found was to use a dc-dc

converter to i solate the two areas. The dc-dc poner

converter used converts 5 voLts to +15 and -15 volts with up

to 40 mA per supply line. This gives the isolation necessary

for accurate operation of the analog circuits and meets

weight and size constraints since the dc-dc converter is

only stightly larger than a standard 24 pin chip. However'

as shown in Figure 4, the converter is not very efficient at

Iow current levels and uses the most current of any
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component in the entire limb controller under static

conditions (i.e. when no motors are running). ror a future

version of this lirnb controller a more efficient method of

generating +15 and -15 volts is needed. The author

experimented with several different dc-dc converters but

found that nany of the more efficienL dc-dc converters

either coul-d not supply the necessary maximum of 20 mA per

supply line, used too much space, or were too heavy.

For accurate digitization of the EMG signal a precision

voLtage reference of about 0,01e. is needed. À dc-dc

converter cannot supply this accuracy and so a 10 volt

precision regulator is used. In addítion, the +10 volts is

also used to supply some of the motor on/off electronics,

but because the gate drive current of the motor control

MosFETs (described later on in this chapter ) is so low the

accuracy of the reference is not impaired.

The current drain of the various components of the lirnb

controller is outlined in Table 1. Notice that the dc-ilc

converter for the +15 and -15 vol.ts uses 110 mA or about 27s.

of the current supplied to the limb controller compared to

the controL microcomputers which use only about 120 rnÀ.

Therefore, inprovements in the power supply section to the

limb controller, especiatly in the supply to the data

acquisition section, will greatly increase the battery

lifetime and thereby the amount of time that the prosthesis
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is usable to the amputee between battery chargings.

Àn on board battery charger is included with adjustable

output voltage and current levels. This charger facilitates

ease of testing and increases portability of the Iimb

controller because alL that is reguired to charge the

battery is to plug the ac power pac into a standard 120 volt

ac outlet and place the limb control-Ier into the charge

mode .

2.2 Electromvoqraohic Siqnal Acquisition

The electrornyographic (EMG) signaI i s produced by

action potentials as they pass along muscle fibers that have

been activated. As nore and more action potentials are

evoked in the muscle (corresponding to a stronger

contraction) the measurable voltage from the EMG signal

increases. The freguency range of the EMG signal is on the

order of 5 to 2000 hertz (Hz), with the main power band of

the signal in the range from 20 to 200 Hz [36].

There are two ways of measuring the EMG signaI. One

met.hod invol-ves the placement of intramuscular needle

electrodes. The other nethod involves the placenent of

electrodes on the skin surface. For this project the use of

intramuscular needfe electrodes was rejected mainly because

of safety reasons as weII as the difficulty ín findÍng test



Device

stâtic load dc-dc converter

Data acguisition board without electrodes

Data acquisition board v¡it-h all electrodes

Motor control board

MC14680582 microcornputer board

Shared memory board

CD80C86 microcomputer board

Total microcomputer load

Tota1 Iimb controller load without electrodes

Total Iimb controller load with alL electrodes

Table 1 Limb Controller Current Usage.

24

current used
from battery

110 mÀ

190 mA

270 mA

100 mA

45 mÀ

30 mA

45 mA

120 mA

410 mÀ

490 mÀ
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subjects for such a prosthesis. When surface electrodes are

used the levels of the EMG signals are low, having peak

amplitudes of 0.1 to 1 .0 mV. Therefore, a device that

detects the EMG signal must have a fairly large gain and low

noise at the input stage over the bandwidth of the EMG

signat. Às welI, lhe interface at the skin surface must

conduct as little current as possible from the skin (i.e'

otherwise the current drain wi1l, in effect, Ioad the EMG

signal down) so that the measurement is as true as possible.

In addition, there are many safety factors set by the

Canadian Standards Àssociation (cse) that are a requirement

in any electronic device that is to be directLy connected to

a human being. For further information on these standards

the reader should consult CSA docqment 125-1979.

For this project it was decided that four EMG signal

channels ,would be made avaílable to the limb controller. The

use of four channels provides more information than the

conventíonal single or dual channel myoelectric prostheses,

and also increases the number of movements that can be

selected by the user. In addition' some of the new EMG

signal processing algorithms perform better Ì¡ith more

electrode sites [37]. Therefore' the use of four channels

will aIIow further research into multichannel EMG signal

processing. However ' the use of more than four channels

creates a very complex electrode placenent problem for the

prosthetist and also may provide too rnany varíables for the
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limb controll-er to examine on a real time basis. Even the

use of four electrode sites creatês severe problems, but

prosthetists have indicated that the problerns could be

overcome if the increased functionality of the prosthetic

limb merited the extra effort.

The electrode at the skin interface is a standard

differential electrode made by Otto Bock (a large

manufacturer of artificial limbs and other aids for the

handicapped) and is used because of its proven durability'

low dc offset, availability, and its familiarity to medical

personnel working with amputees. As weII, the electrode is

easily positioned in the prosthet.ic limb and can be modified

by attaching di f ferent eLectronic c i rcuitry to the

electrode. ÀI1 efectrodes used j.n modern myoelectric

prostheses are dry electrodes (i.e. no conducting geJ. is

used between the skin surface and thè electrode) because

proJ.onged usè of conducting gel may cause skin reaction

probJ.ems, not to ment.ion the inconvenience of plac ing

conducting gel on the electrode each ti¡ne it is to be used"

Dry electrodes are inherently noisy because of poor

el.ectrical contact between the eLectrodes and the skin

surface. Therefore, good electrical contact to the skin

should be made by snugly pressing the electrode to the skin

surface. Noise problems can also be reduced to acceptable

levels by arnplification right at the electrode site, thereby

removing the 60 Hz noise problems often associated with low
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impedance cables leading away f rorn a high impedance source.

The above problems are inherent in dry electrodes

placed on the skin surface and will not be soLved until a

better EMG detection technique for use with prosÈheses and

not requiring conducting gel is devised. An example of such

a technique is the implanting of electrodes in the muscle

site and transmitting the EMG signal to a receiver on the

prosthesis [38]. This rnethod has been demonstrated j.n a

laboralory setting, but it is not yet clinically usable for

prosthetic devices.

All components used for amplifying the EMG signal must

have low por.¡er consurnption and this necessitates use of CMOS

and other 1ow power operational amplifiers. Initially it was

thought that an èIectrode amplifier f rorn an existing

myoeJ.ectríc limb controller coulil be used, but in these

amplifiers the EMG signal is filtered as it is amplified.

For this project it was decided that the filtering of the

EMc signal must be as flexible as possible so as not to

preclude an EMc signal processing technigue because of

filtering at the electrode siLe. Àn additional benefit is

the possibility of using digitat fílters implemented in the

software of the limb controller to 3id in prosthesís

control. À1I this necessitated the design of a custon dry

electrode amplífier. A standard instrumentation amplifier

with some minor nodifications is used at the electrode site.
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A photograph of the designed EMG amplifier and Otto Bock

electrode is shown in Figure 5. AIso shown in Figure 6 is

the special electrode clip that was designed to aid in the

placernenl of the electrodes on the skin surface during

testing.

From the electrode site the amplified EMG signaLs are

transmitted to the lirnb controller via cabling. Cabfes have

a reputation for becorning a nuisance I but they were

considered to be adequate for demonstration and initial

testing purposes. In a future version of lhe ]imb controller

a less cumbersome way of connecting the eIèctrodes to the

lirnb controller, such as radio transmission of the EMG

signa).s, wiII have to be devised. Às weII, the size of the

electrode amplifiers will have to be reduced to rnake the

package easier to place in a prosthesis. This could be

easily done by using smalfer components (e.9. eighth watt

resistors) in the electrode ampfifiers.

At the limb controller the four channels of EMG are

further arnplif ied and filtered. The filtering is necessary

to remove any extraneous low and high frequency waveforms

that may have been induced on the EMG signal as it vtas

acquired and ampJ.if ied. In addition, filtering of the EMG

signal will remove any aliasing that may be caused by the

sampling rate of the analog to iligital converter provided

that the sampling rate meets the Nyquist criterí4. This
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aIlows the easy addition of any special hardware filtering

desired and makes a fully amplified EMG signal available at

all times to the analog to digital. converter ' The use of

four analog to digital converters is too inefficient from a

space and power use point of view so the signals are

multiplexed through an analog data selector before being

digitized. The channel to be converted is selected by

software in order to give increased flexibility to the

conversion process. This also eases the use of a different

number of channels between the different signa1 processing

algorithms,

The analog to digital converter must be accurate and

fast to give maximum signal .processing ability to the limb

controll.er. whiLe only a few EMG sí9na1 processing

algorithms suggest a conversion accuracy, or bit width, it
was decided that a 12 bit anal.og to digital converter v¡ould

be necessary to give sufficient accuracy and dynamic range

to the conversion. Since four channels of EMG signal are

used, the analog to digitat converter should ideally be able

to sample atl- four channels at the maxinum frequency

component. This would mean a 4 kHz sampling rate since the

EMc signal has frequency components up lo 2 k:f.z (i.e. must

satisfy the Nyquist criteria). For all four channels to be

converted this neans that the analog to digital converter

should be able to operate at a minirnum of a 16 klJ.z, ot 62,5

usecs per conversion. This sampling rate is easily t¡ithín
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the present technology for analog to digital converters' but

only for higher power devices. For CMOS and other low power

analog to digital converters the best availabfe for this

project is an analog to digital converter that can operate

at a 10 kHz sarnpling rate. As uell, the sampling rate can

not be significantly increased by reducing the accuracy and

using an I bit analog to digital' converter. However, this

Limitation of sampling rate does not create a Ioss in

performance of the Iimb controller. For single and dual EMG

signal channels the limb controll-er wil.l sarnple at the

maximum ratès needèd and for four EMG signal channels vaLid

sampling up to the 1.25 klÊ.z components of the EMG signal can

be given.

Àn obvious point comes into the picture at this time.

If the tinb controllér were able to sample all four channels

at 4t kHz what would happen to all the data? For a Iímb

controLl.er that must operate in real time the obvious answer

is that it is unlikely that the lirnb controfler would be

abte to do anything other than store this trenendous amount

of data in a memory, assuming that the available memory is

Iarge enough for 16'000 twelve bit samples per second. As

well, filtering on the data acquisition board is presently

set up to output the main power band of the EMG signal (i.e.

20 to 20OHz). w¡rite this filtering can be easiJ-y adjusted it

shows that the maxirnum possible sampLing rate provided is

fast enough to sample the EMG signal.



2.3 Limb Controf Computer

Once the EMG signal has been acquired and digitized the

decision as to what it means (i.e. initiate an action,

complete an action, or remain dormant ) must be made. For

this myoelectric prosthesis the decision is made by the limb

controlLer. The limb controller is divided into three

di f ferent areas:

1)

"\

the data acquisition supervisory section

the EMG signat processing section.

the motor controller section.

The data acquisition supervisor and the motor

controfler use the sane microprocessor, the MC14680582'

while the signal, processing uses a separate microprocessor t

the CD80C86. The use of two microprocessors in a system such

as this with the low power and sma1l space requirements may

seem somewhat extravagant, but the result is not as nasteful

as may be initially thought. The MC1 4680582 Ís an eight (8)

bit microprocessor with sixteen ( 16) input,/output rines'

Therefore, iL is not hard to interface this device to other

digital devices because of the many control and data Iines

avail-able. However ' its data processing abilíty is poor

because of a Iinited instruction set that is customized for

use in control applicatíons. Às a result, the MC14680582 can
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become cumbersome and sLow when doing any mathenaticaf

analysisr such as the simple 4 channel variance calculations

or the complex autoregressive modelling described in Chapter

3. On the other hand, the CD80C86 is a sixteen (16) bit

microprocessor that has no input/output lines but can do

many mathematical functíons including multipJ.icationand

division guickly and efficiently. Therefore, while the

CD80C86 has good data processing abilities it requires

additional circuitry to interface to the motors and data

acquisition section because it has no input/output 1ines.

Thus, a combination of the two devices, where the MC146805E2

gathers the data and implements the control output that the

CD80C86 has determined is actually an efficient .syslem. A

block diagran of the Iimb controller is given in Figure 7.

Separating the Iimb controller into three different
sections is useful because of the prototype nature of the

device. In the future, if it is decided that only data

acquisition and a simple signal processing algorithm is all
that is really needed for a computêr control-Ied myoelectric

prosthesisf these sectíons can be easily "copied" from the

present design without the need for redesigning the limb

controller.
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2.3,1 Data Acquisition Supervisorv Section

The MC14680582 as outlined above was selected primarily

because of its many input/oulput lines. However, it was also

selected because it has a 13 bit external multiplexed

address bus, 128 bytes of on-chip RAM, an on-chip timer and

is a CMOS device using onJ-y 35 mw of power at a fu}l

operating speed of 5 MHz. The above attributes rnake it ideal

for use in a prototype system where external addressing of

the control memory is required to facilitate program

deveLopment, yet data storage is smaLl and does not

necessariJ.y require a separate data menory.

The MC146805E2 has complete control over the data

acquisition section of the limb controller to give naximum

f J.exibility in EMG signaf acquisition. Àny conbination of

the four signal channels rnay be used as well as different

sampfing frequencies for the four channels. while aII of

these abilities witJ. probably never need to be used it adds

to the potential of the Iimb controller to handle a variety

of signal processing algorithrns. It was decided that the

internal timer of the MC14680582 would be used to implement

the sampling rates. The clock frequency of the anal.og to

digital converter can be used to drive the internal timer

and knowing the frequency of sanpling desired, the timer can

be set up to interrupt the microprocessor at the rate of the

sampling frequency. The microprocessor ¡vilI then output the
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start conversion pulse and al-so select the data channel to

be used. Three of the input,/output lines are used to controL

the data channeL selection and start of conversion.

The compLetion of the data channel digitization

initiates a hardware interrupt of the microprocessor. This

interrupt is cleared by the hardware when reading tjne A/D

data register. The A/D AaLa register is mapped to any odd

(frigh data byte) or even (low data byte) address in the

range 0000 to O!'FF. This reduces the hardware necessary to

map the register to a unique address. The A,/Ð data register

is read from the data bus rather than from the input,/output

Iines in order to leave the lines free for use in other limb

controller interfacing (e.g. motor control). When the data

is read it may either be placed immediately ínto the shared

memory or be processed by the MC146805E2.

The MC146805E2 uses a 4k x I CMOS electrically
prograrnmable read only nernory (EPRoM) as its controL menory.

This is mapped to the upper 4k of nemory and provides enough

controL memory to handle nost processing and control

requirements that may be placed on the MC146805E2. The

shared memory is mapped to the lower 4k of menory and shares

some locations with the on-chip RÀM, Therefore, the internal

memory of the MCI4680582 is mirrored in the shared memory.

When reading the A/D data register the shared memory is

disabled by setting an input,/output line, but it is not
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disabled when ¡+riting the data to the shared memory even if
the input/output line is set. This saves on interfacing

circuitry as well as time because the operation is

essentiallys set control 1ine, read data, write data' clear

control I ine,

Interfacing to the memories is done by clocked latches'

bus transceivers, and of course control logic. The

interfacing is over designed to protect the microprocessor

and other conponents from darnage due to errors in design.

This was done in the prototype limb controller so that down

time from destroyed components could be minimized. However'

when the limb controller is to be implemented into another

form it is suggested that several interfacing circuits be

renoved to save space and complexity.

2.3.2 EMG Siqnal Processinq Section

The CD80C86 microprocessor is used as the signal

processor for the limb controfler. In addition, it may also

be used for any numerically intensíve analysis of any limb

motion (e.g. multifunction preprograrnmed movements with

feedback) or for possible applications in robotics. The

CD80C86 was seLected because its instruction set lends

itself to nuneric processing (eg. built-in instructions for

sígned and unsigned 16 bit multiplication and division) and

it also has a 1ow power consunption of âbout 30 mÀ at 5 MHz.
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The signal processing sof t.ware that has been developed for

the NMOS 8086 is quit,e extensive and all of this software

may, of course, be used on the CD80C86 because it is a plug

in replacement for the NMOS 8086. As weII, the Harris

Corporation rnanufactures CMOS versions of the fuII MCS 86

microprocessor family line. Therefore' the clock, reset, and

other support circuitry needed by the CD80C86' or possibly

needed in the future (e.g. an interrupt handler or bus

arbitrator), are available in CMOS.

The CD80G86 uses a 4k x 16 control memory, made from

two CMOS EPROMS I thal is mapped lo the upper 8k of memory.

This provides sufficient control memory for most signaI

processing applications, but if more contro] memory is

needed severaL large (64 kbit to 256 kbit) cMos EPRoMs have

recently become available and these could easily be added to

the limb controller. A local memory is required because of

the interrupt tabLe in the lowest 4 pages of memory needed

by the CD80C86 for operation. It could be argued that this
extra Local mernory will waste space' but some local memory

is essential to give the CD80C86 sone variable storage for

data that could not be st,ored in the shared mernory (eg.

gl-obal. variables, information about the last signal

processed, position of prosthesis variabfes, etc... ). with

the size of memory storage that is now available in CMOS

RAMs this does not significantly add to the physical size

over using a microprocessor that would not need an interrupt
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tabIe.

The cD80C86 acts as a slave to the Mc146805E2 in that

it wilL execute only when told to by the MC146805E2. This

may seem backward in that the low performance microprocessor

is supervising the high performance microprocessor I but

because of the dedicated nature of the task that ís being

performed by the CD80C86, this is in fact a logical choice.

The nonmaskable interrupt (NMI ) of the CD80C86 is used to

start the signal processing. This interrupt is used over the

maskable interrupt because when a maskable interrupt is

invoked the CD80C86 requests an inlerrupt vector on the data

bus. This of course requires additional support circuitry

that should be avoíded. The only way to avoid this circuitry

is to use the nonmaskable interrupt which does not request

an interrupt vector to be placed on the data bus.

Shared nemory alLows the two processors to communicate

via variables in memory. This saves on additional. circuitry
to inform the two nicroprocessors of what the other is

presently doing. Bus conflicts to the shared memory are

removed by using one of the control Lines from the

MC146805E2 to svrilch the tvto microprocessors between the two

banks of shared memory. Therefore, the MC146805E2 filIs up

one bank with data, while the CD80C86 is processing the data

in the other bank of memory. This allows the two processors

to work compLetely in parallel without having to tiorry about
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bus conflicts. Since the shared memory is connected to each

microprocessor in a mutually exclusive fashion the EMG

signal data cannot be analyzed until aLl the data i.n the

sanple has been gathered. The operation is essentially: the

MC146805E2 filLs a bank of RAM with data; the CD8OC86 is

then sel-ected to the memory and begins to process the

signal, finally the MC14680582 selects the bank back and

implements the control requesled. This creates a weakness in

the limb controller in that EMG signal data cannot be

analyzed as it is gathered, but a full sample of dala must

be available before analysis. However, the simplicity of

this solution over the hardware and software complexity of

having a large (4k x 16) CMOS tvro port shared memory makes

this Lirnitation acceptablè. Tn additio¡, the size of the

CD80C86 local RAM rnemory enables the CD80C86 to store enough

information about the sample data that it is processing to

a1low the MC14680582 to store only a portion of the data

sanpÌe before svritching rnemories and requesting the cD80c86

to start processing the EMG signal data. when the shared

memory .banks are switched' the CD80C86 can continue with the

rest of the sample using the information stored in its local

RAM memory.

2.3.3 Motor ControL Section

The motor control is under the direct
Mc14680582. Using the i nput/output

control 0f

Iines of

t.he

the
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microprocessor the 81 (four joints each with three possible

motions) possible motions of the prosthetic l-imb can be

selected. Thè motion seleclion output from the

microprocessor is pJ.aced into a latch so t.hat the motion can

be frozen and the inpuL/output fines used for another

purpose. External logic is used to decode the output of the

MC146805E2 and give proper joint notor direction. Eight

control Lines are used to control the limb motion with each

joint motor using two 1ines. If both fines are high then an

open motion is selected, if both l-ines are low then a close

notion is selected and finâfly, ii the two lines are unequal

(i.e. one line high, the other 1o¡r) then no motion occurs.

This. is easy to program and wil,l aid in future work by

allowing nedical personnel, or others who are generally

inexperienced in microcomputer programming, to make motion

studies of the prosthes i s.

The power to the motors is supplied through MosFETs

which give 1ow "on resistance", 1ow gate drive current, and

high current carrying capabitity. This allows the tnotor

MOSFET switches to be turned on or off directly by the CMOS

decoding 1ogic. The MOSFETs used were found to require an on

voLtage higher than 5 volts at the gate input to give low

"on resistance" so the on voltage is shifted up to 10 volts

to give the desired low "on resistance". The direction of

the motor can be controlled by switching the polarity of the

voltage thât. is supplied to the motor using the switching

&P l¡"4 Hlli aä.¿ì,
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technique shown in Figure g. Therefore, each motor requires

4 MOSFETS to be operated.

A feature that will lead to improved controllabilíty of

prosthetic limbs will be to have positional feedback fron

the prosthetic limb. To aid in future studies in this area 4

analog to digital converters have been included to monitor

the position of the limb. .Several different methods of

measuring the Iimb position were studied, but it was found

that none of the methods could give reliable and robust

feedback. Therefore, in the future, before the positional

feedback capabiJ-ities of the l-imb controLler can be fully

used, a transducer to measure the limb position nust be

des i gned.

Four CMOS analog to digital converters are used for

positional feedback. These are eight bit anaJ'og to digítal
converters which are referenced to the digitaL five volt

supply. This leads to inaccuracies ín the conversion, but

because the joint position does not need to be accurately

measured to eight bits of resolution these analog to digital
converters can be used without a precision reference. 1f, in

the future, joint positions need to be accurately measured

then simpLy using a precision 5 volt reference across the

battery suppl-y lines to pol{er the analog to digital
converters will increase the accuracy to the ful1 eight

bits.
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The notor position analog to digital converters are set

to continuously convert the joint positions so that the

MC14680582 does not have to wait for the conversion to be

completed when it requests joint position information. The

conversion time is about 120 usec at a cLock rate of 600

kHz, Therefore, lhe conversion frequency is 8.3 kHz which is

rnore than adequate to follow joint notor motion. only 7 bits

of the analog to digital converter are fed into the

MC146805E2 because the inaccuracies of the 5 volt voltage

reference reduce the accuracy lo 7 bits (remenber it is not

a precision reference but is the 5 volt supply line).

However, this is stiIl more than adequate to give accurate

positional information about the prosthetic Limb. The hand

has a range of motion of about 135 degrees, giving a

feedback resolution of about 1 degree. The results are

similar for the elbow. For the humeral and wrist rotators

the range of motion is 360 degrees which gives a feedback

resolution of about 3 degrees.

The positional feedback data are fed back into the

MC14680582 on the same input/outpul lines as the motor

control output, since the motor control can be frozen by the

motor control data latch. The positiona] feedback anaLog to

digital converters are not memory mapped because the address

decoding circuits required $ould use too much space. Instead

the analog to dígitaI converter is selected by two of the
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MC146805E2 input/output Lines and the selected joint
position data are fed into the MC146805E2.

It. should also be noted that incorporating positional

feedback capabilities into the Iimb controller opens the

door for use in robotic applications where feedback is a

necessary part of the control .

2.4 Limb Controffer I mplementat i on

The limb controller as seen from the above discussion

is sinply one ¡nicrocomputer built from t!¡o microprocessors

that uses EMG signals to controL four motors. The limb

cont.roller could have been implemented vrith standard TTL and

NMOS computer components ' but because of the power

constraints these components could not be used. The

alternative is to use CMOS with its much lower power

consumption and larger noise margins. However, until

recent.Iy CMOS devices were slow and could not support the

operation of a microcomputer bus. New advances in the design

of CMOS circuits have led to the development of high speed

series of CMOS products or the uHCu series as it is more

commonly known. These components use tnuch less power than

TTL or NMOS devices and yet give approximately the same

performance. The power saving of HCMOS over TTL or NMOS

components is shown graphical,ly in Figure 9. Notice that the

HCMOS component's power consurnption is dependent on the
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frequency of operation rvhile the other forms of logic are

reJ.atively fixed. This shows thal to reduce power

consumption by the limb controller only the speed of

operation needs to be reduced. Since both microprocessors

are CMOS they can be operated all the way down to static

operation (i.e. very 1ow frequency). Yet even at the cLock

rates of this limb controller the power consumption is about

a Èenth of the consumption of the other logic

implementations. Àn excellent discussion of the relative

merits of HCMOS over other forms of i.ogic is produced by the

Motorola Corporation t39l and the National Semiconductor

corporation [40].

The limb controller was initially implemented by a wire

wrap board. This proved that the design was workable' but

because of noíse problems and also because the performance

of the Iimb controlfer was slowJ.y being degraded by the

electrical problems inherent in wire wrap boards (eg. short

circuits between the wires) it was decided that a more

permanent and robust limb controller be implemented. This

should not be used to infer that the wire v¡rap board was

doomed to failure from the start because usually wire

wrapping is an excellent method of building a single

prototype system. An excellent discussion on the advantages

and disadvantages of wire wrapped circuit boards is given in

[41]. rn this case the wire wrapped board faifed because the

Layout of some of the circuits resulted in several potential
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short círcuits. Às can be expected, following 4.!.phl¿5--!,9!. '
these potential short circuits began to shorl circuit.
Photographs of the first limb controller prototype are given

in Figures 10, 11, and 12.

A second prototype was designed and the result is the

set of five printed circuit boards pictured in Figures 13 to

17. These hoards are stacked upon each other to give a more

workable size than if they are on one large printed circuit

board. The printed circuít board layout negatives and the

addendums for t.he layout are given in the Limb controller

hardware manual given in the Bibliography. The boards are

stacked in order from top to bottom as:

1)

2)

3)

¿l

<\

CÐ80C86 computer board

Shared memory board

MC14680582 computer board

Motor control and position feedback board

EMG signal acquisítion and power supply board.

The boards communicate by using three vertical buses

made from ribbon cable. The first vertical bus connects the

EMG signal acquisition board to the motor controL and

position feedback board. This vertical bus passes the po$er

and analog to dígital. converter data to the motor controf

and position feedback boaril and receives controL data for

the EMG signal conversion and data register. output. The next
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vertical- bus connecÈs the motor control and position

feedback board to the MC146805E2 computer board. This bus

connects t.he data and controf lines needed by the two boards

to operate and afso delivers the power lines to the rest of

the limb controller. The last vertical bus is also the

Iargest vertical bus. This bus connects the MC146805E2'

shared memory, and CD80C86 boards. It contains both the

MC14680582 and the CÐ80c86 address/data buses as well as all

the controf signals that must be passed to the shared memory

board from the two computer boards. In addition, power lines

are passed by these vertical buses.

To aiit in noise reduction the +5 volt and ground supp.ly

Lines are passed to the circuit boards by using 14 gauge

wire connected to terminal posts on each board. This

provides solid voltage supply lines for each board and

significantly reduces the noise present on the voltage

supply Iines.



CHAPTER 3

LIMB CONTROLLER SOFTWARE

The software of the limb controller is as ímportant to

its operation as the hardware. This is because the hardware

cannot be fully utilized vrithout good software lo control

its operation. It should be realízed that the hardware was

not designed and then the software conceived. Like most

microcomputers and microcontrollers the hardware and

software were developed in tandem. Before any change in limb

controller hardware was made the effect on the operation of

the software was determined and the final dec.ision Ìras based

on the optimal system ttith .both software and hardvrare taken

into account.

As with the hardware design, before writing the system

sof tvrare some basic system requirements must be determined.

These basic software requirements can be surnmarized as

follows:

i) Simple to use The sof t.ware must be simpl-e to

operate because i f the software

nakes the prosthesis difficuLt to

operate the prosthesis wiLl not be

used.
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i i ) FlexibIe The basic Iirnb controller software

must be flexible enough to do a

variety of tasks with little or no

modification.

iii) Powerful The software must be able to

impJ.ement a variety of control

algorithms $¡ i thout needing

extensive revi sions.

The above requirements are al-I necessary to the l-imb

controLler software but some need to be more fully clarified

before the software design is discussed. The words "simple

to use" often give a general idea but not a specific idea of

what ís meanÈ. For this project "simple to use' is defined

as: the user needs to understand no more than to press the

reset switch to start operation of the limb controller. The

l-imb controtler will either have no requirements on poÌter up

or will take the user through a cafibration procedure by

modelling the actions necessary on the prosthetic ]imb.

Flexible is meant in the sense that for a variety of

signal processing algorithms to be implemented on the

CD80C86 nicroprocessor the MC146805E2 microprocessor

software should need no, or very IittIe, ¡nodif ication. This

requirement focuses on the MC14680582 software more so than

on the CD80c86 signaL processing software.
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The final basic requirement is that of powerful . This

is afso a relative term but specifically for this thesis it
wiLl be defined as how many dífferent kinds of signal

processing algorithms can be operated within the basic

system software environment \r'ithout needing to rewrite

portions of the software. This reguirement centers on both

the framework around the signal processing software on the

cÐ80c86 and the limb controller supervisory software on the

MC 14680 5E2 .

The following discussion concerns the various programs

that were written for the limb controlÌer. Some of these

programs were written for direct implementation on the Iimb

controLler while others were written. to provide a framework

for future softlrare development. All of these programs are

necessary to do present or future nork with the limb

controller. The programs are categorized by lhe

microprocessor on which they operate.

3.1 Limb controller SuÞerv

The MC146805E2, as discussed previously, is used as the

Limb controller supervisor in addition to its duties for

data acquisition and joint motor control . Its interface to

the limb controlLer is defined in Chapter 2 and so in

discussing the software the actual control Line, or hardware

círcuit, that is used to effect an action will not be
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mentioned. For exampLe, when indicating that the Limb

control-Ier supervisor is about to start an analog to digital

conversion it will be stated that way rather than state that

the MC'1 4680582 is about to start an analog to digital

conversion by toggling input/output control line PB6 high

then Low. This should aid in easing the wordiness of the

discussion.

The basic software requirements defined previously

weigh most heavily on the software written for the Iimb

controller supervisor,. This is because of the basic nalure

of the tasks performed by the Iimb controller supervisory

software. Ît could be thought of as being analogous to the

basic input and output sof tr,rare (commonly known as the BIOS)

of any microcomputer anil is the most important piece of

software on the nicrocomputer because no other programs

could operate without it. Yet it is rarely, if ever/

changed. The linb controfler supervisory software nust

gather the EMG signal data for use by the sí9na1 processor 
'

output the motor control, and control the operation of the

Iimb controller. A general flowchart of the Iinb controller

supervisory software is given in Figure 18.

Any discussion of software tnust start at the beginning

and in this case the beginning wil] be defined as upon

reset. Once the limb controller has been reset the entire

Ii¡nb controller configuration must be redefined. The
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inpuÈ/output control lines must be redefined to output 
'

shared memory be reset to shared memory 0, system variabfes

reset to their starting values, and the system timer reset.

À11 the obvious tasks that a reset routine must do. As weJ-l.

the reset routine needs to ensure that no fai.se analog to

digital conversions will be started so one analog Lo digital

conversion is done to clear any pending interrupts from the

conversion process. In order to allow the CD80C86 to reset a

wait loop of about 0.5 seconds is executed. The processor

then moves on to the main routine of the limb controller

supervisory software.

It was decided that updating the . 
joint motor control

every tenth of a second would be sufficient to achieve good

joint motor control. This is because of the reaction time of

the user is of course much slower than one tenth of a second

and also because sorne possible preprogrammed motions may

need this rapid updating time in order to achieve sufficient
resolutíon in theír movements. However' a technique to allow

preprogrammed and,/or multífunction movements and movements

superimposed on other tnovements had to be developed. The

solution was to define a set of pass motor control variables

from the signal processor and á set of internal motor

control variables. An illustration to show the use of the

pass variables is given in Figure 19. The pass motor control

variables will request a new action for a joint motor only

if the most signifícant bit (i.e. bit 7) of the variable is
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high, otherwise the controf request will be ignored. The

internal variabfes keep track of the joint motor direction

and the time left for its operation. Bit 6 of the internal

variables defines the joint motor direclion with a low

indicating a close motion and a high indicating an open

motion. The remaining bits 0 to 5 are used to tine the joint

motor control action. The signal processor when requesting a

joint motor control action sets bit 7 in the pass variable

as weLf as bit 6 for direction and controls the duration of

the action by using bits 0 to 5. Sínce each action is

updated every lenth of a second this gives a minimum action

duration of a Èenth of a second and a maximum action

duration of 6.4 seconds. Sufficient resolution for fine
joint motor controL will be available because a jqint notor

will only move a small dístance in a tenth of a second, but

in 6.4 seconds the fuII range of motion can be executed.

The strength of this technique for joint motor control

becomes evident when it is realized t.hat this means

automatic shut off of a joint motion ís accomplished saving

on battery life. As we1l, once an action Ís started it
cannot be stopped until ít timès out or another request for

motion of that joint motor occurs. This means actions can be

superirnposed upon one another. For exampLe, if the user

requests 1.5 seconds of elbow flexion (approximately 90

degrees) and as the motion is executing it is also decíded

lhat the hand must be opened. The user requests this action
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and the hand is opened as the elbow is flexing' thereby

superimposing the hand motion onto the elbow movement.

For preprogrammed movements this technique is also

easily applied. The preprogramned pass variable from the

signal processor must have bit 7 set to índicate a new

preprogramrned motion request and then using bits 0 to 5

select the preprogrammed movement desired. This gives a

range of 64 possible preprogrammed movements. The program

upon detection of a preprogrammed movement request enters a

routÍne which wilt select the preprogrammed movement. Thís

is done by replacing the values in the pass variables from

the signal processor with values that select the action

desired. For example, if preprogrammed motion 9 corresponded

to elbow f l-exion fot 2.0 seconds, vrrist supination for 1.6

seconds r âltd hand closing for 0.5 seconds, then upon a

reguest for preprogrammed motion 9 the values corresponding

to the above action would be placed into the pass variables

for the elbow, wrist, and hand joint motors. These joint

motor actíons would then be carried out untiL they tined out

or a nen request for a joint rnotor action is given.

Multifunction novernents are simply simultaneous

impl-ementations of superimposed actions. For example' if the

user selects wrist pronation vrith hand opening, the tv¡o pass

variables for wrist and hand are set to the corresponding

values for that action. The two actions wiIl cêrry on
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indívidually until they time out or a nev¡ action for thal
joint motor is requested.

The timer of the Mc14680582 is used to interrupt the

limb controJ.ler supervisory software whenever a new sample

of EMG data is to be taken. The tirner value can be set to

any value desired based on an input frequency of either the

MC146805E2 clock or the analog to digiÈal converter clock.

For example, if a sarnpling rate of 1 kHz were desired Èhis

couLd be done by sel-ecting 130 kHz clock of the analog to

digital converter, setting the prescaler to 32 and setting

the tiner to the value 4. The timer interrupt would then

occur every 985 usecs or about 1.016 kHz. The timer routine

first resets lhe timer to the .starting value and restarts

it. Next, the timer interrupt routine resets the channel

count to start at the first channel and initiates the

conversion immediately. Thís produces one Iimitation in that

channel 0 is always converted first but this should not

cause any problems and if it does the change is very sirnple

to make. The timer routine also checks if the required

number of data samples has been taken, and if so' resets the

data count and data storage variables and executes the

signal processor interrupt procedure. If there are still'
more data samples to be taken the routine returns to the

main progran.
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The signal processor interrupt procedure must load the

pass variables to the signal processor h'ith the required

val-ues. For example, in three state EMG control the tÞro

power ratios and the number of .data samples are passed to

the signal processor. The shared memory is then toggled and

the nonnaskable interrupt of the CD80C86 asserted' thereby

interrupting the signal processor. The final action is to

load the pass variabl-es from the signal processor into a

temporary set of locaI variables. Àt this location the

meaning of the pass variabLes from the signal processor can

be redefined if necessary by either modifying the pass

variable value or storing it in another location. The

routine then returns execution to the main program.

The MC146805E2 is interrupted whenever an analog to

digital conversion has been cornpleted. This invokes the limb

controller supervisor interrupt routine, which first checks

if there are more channels to be converted and if so,

selects the next channel and startb the conversion. Next'

Èhe routine reads the high and low data bytes of the analog

to digital converter and stores then in tèmporary variables.

The MC14680582 does not provide a convenient way to store a

Iarge amount of incoming information because it assunes a

smal1 data menory requirement. This problem can be overcome

by specialized subroutines correspondíng to each page in

memory. Thereforer once the data bytes have been read the

subroutine corresponding to the current page of data storage
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is invoked and the data stored. Àfter execution the

interrupt routine returns to the main program. It should be

not,ed that an analog to digital conversion takes

approximately 1 00 usecs or about 212 rnachine cycles.

Therefore, the interrupt routine should execute in that time

period or the analog to digital data may be overwritten. At

present, the interrupÈ routine takes aboul 137 machine

cycles or about 64 usecs, weII within the necessary time

limit.

I f the reader desires more information about the

operation of the limb controller supervisory software please

consult the limb controller software manual given in the

Bibliography..

3,2 Sional Procees.l¡g- So:E L!e!Ê

The basic sof tvrare requirements mentioned at the start
of this chapter do not apply to the signaI processor

software as strictly as to the Iimb controLler supervisory

sof tlrare. This is because each new unigue signal processing

and decision algorithm wiLl- need to be impletnented in a

different vray. The Iimb controlfer supervisory software

provides aI1 the utilities that the signal processor needs

to invoke action requests of the joint motors without

needing to be actually interfaced to the joint notors.

Therefore, all that the signal processing software needs to
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do is determine actions and output the results to the pass

var iables.

The programs for the signal processor were all
developed on an IBM Personal. computer or related compatible.

This microconputer uses an Intel 8088 as the microprocessor

and uses dynamic RAM tor nemory. However, this does not

cause any compatibility problems between the limb controLLer

and the IBM PC because the 8088 is simply an eight bit data

bus version of the 8086. This means that the instructions

are the same. It merely takes longer to read from and write

to memory using an 8088 instead of an 8086 because I bits

instead of .1 6 bits of data are used at a time. The use of

dynarnic RAM necessitates a refresh cycle every 2 msecs,

thereby causing a delay in processing every 2 msecs. this is

invisible to the programmer and program so it also does not

present any visible incompatibilities with the limb

controller CÐ80C86 setup. In fact the only difference will
be the speed of execution. The clock rate of the IBM PC,/XT

is 4.77 MHz; the same as the Límb controller. Therefore,

since the cÐ80C86 uses a 16 bit data bus and the limb

controller uses static RAM tnemory requiring no refresh

cycIe, programs wiLl execute faster on the limb controller

CD8OC86 than on the rBM Pc/xT 8088. rt would be difficult to

say how much faster, but they wiIl definitely execute

faster. This means that if the program execution time on the

IBM PC/XÎ during development is fast enough' then it wiLL be
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even faster on the limb controller. Therefore, the IBM PC/XT

gives what could be compared to a viorst case execution time

for any signal processing software developed on it. The IBM

Pc/xT used for development also has a multichannel analog to

digital converter as a peripheral device, thereby permitting

f ul-I testing of the signal processing software before being

used in the limb controÌler.

The limb controller signal processing software is
contained wiÈhin a shell program that is used only on limb

controfler reset. The program is cal-led FRÀME. The purpose

of the FRAME program is to provide a standard reset sequence

for use by all signal processing programs. A general

flowchart of the FRAME program is given in Figure 20. Its
execution is very simple. On limb controller reset the

signal processor must assume that it must reconstruct its
processíng environment by rebuilding the interrupt table

located in the four lowest pages of memory. The FRÀME

program sets any flags that need to be set as an indicator

of tirnb controller reset and then begins to rebuíld the

interrupt table. Therè are 256 interrupt vectors in the

interrupt vector table with onty a few being predefined. The

predefined interrupts consist of a divide by 0 error

interrupt for use with the DIV and IDIv instructions' a

nonmaskable interrupt vector, an overflow interrupt for use

with the INTO instruction, and three other vectors that are

used with debugging programs. The rest of the interrupts are
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accessed with either the INT instruction for software

interrupts or are used on maskabl.e processor interrupts.
Since there are no maskable interrupts in this system and no

debugging program is in operation, aI1 the vectors are

defined to a ret.urn from interrupt inslruction except the

divide by zero, lhe overflow, and nonmaskable interrupts.
The divide by 0 and the overffow interrupts are vectored to

a routine that ¡rilI process the error condition. The

nonmaskable interrupt is used to start the signal processing

algorithm and so its vector points to lhe signal processing

sof tv¡are. Àfter lhe interrupt vector table has been loaded

the signaJ. processor waits for a nonmaskable interrupt. to
occur and then begíns execution of the sígna1 processing

software, Àfter completion of the signal processing progr.am

the execution is passed back to vrait for another nonnaskable

interrupt to occur.

3.2.1 EMG Siqnal Power Processino

The EMG signal nay be nodel]ed as a zero rnean Gaussian

process with a controllable variance [42]. Therefore, nost

myoelectric lirnb controllers use the variance as the

parameter to be used for control. It should be noted that

the variance of the EMG signal ís also the power of the EMG

signal. For this Limb controller the variance is calcuLated

rather than deríved by filters as in present day analog limb

controllers.
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The tnean of the measured EMG signal- should be zero

except that some offset may be introduced by the measurement

system. The mean of the measured EMG signal rnay be

calculated asl

t1l

where - mean of EMG signal
- EMc signal at time i
- number of samples taken

The nean rnay then be used to cafculate the variance as

f ol Iows:

u =l_
N

N
t s,
1= I

u
s¿'

N

N
o2=2,

1= I

( s; u )2 121
N-1

where - variance of EMG signal
- mean of EMG signal
- EMG signal at t.irne i
- number of samples taken

This value may then be used to control the prosthetic limb.

Eor example, if the power increases over a certain threshold

then the limb is activated; if it has not reached lhe

threshold value then no action is taken. This models two

state EMG control . For three slate control two thresholds

are used to give tl'o stages of activation for each EMG

signal. This extends over any number of control states' but

as the number of control states is increased the difficulty
of prosthetic limb control is íncreased. Present clinical

62
u
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systems use a naximum of three state control .

Two signal povrer processing programs were written for

the Limb controller signal processor. These were for two and

three state control. The two programs operate in a similar

nanner, but the exact method of inplementation is different
in order to test various aspects of the Iimb controller.
These differences are not important to this discussion and

can be found in the lirnb controller sof tvrare manuaL gíven in

the Bibliography. .

The first signal power processing program that was

written ¡vas the two state control program called STATE2 and

this was foÌlowed by the three state control program cafled

STATE3. For this discussion only the STATE3 program wilL be

discussed because the two programs are very similar. A

general flowchart of the STATE3 program is given in Figure

21. The first t.ask that the STÀTE3 program must perform is

to clear its own internal joint variables and get the pass

variabLe parameters passed to it f rorn the limb controller
supervisory program that runs on the MC146805E2 (remember

that the STÀTE3 program does not begin execution until the

signaì. processor is interrupted by the Iimb controLler

supervisory program). The parameters passed to the signal

processor are the two signal power threshold values' the

number of channels of EMG signal used, and the number of

data itens in the sample. After setting the pass variables
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to the limb controJ-Ier supervisory program to the default

values the STATE3 program calculates the sample mean using

the met.hod of equation [1]. Next the variance is calculated

as described using equation [2]. tt¡e variance is then stored

using the channel number as an offset into an array. For

normal operation this is done into a general array' but for

the fÍrst few passes through this routine the variance is

stored in a comparison array. this is needed to give a base

val-ue for relaxed EMG signal power corresponding to each EMG

signal channel. The program then checks if rnore channel

variances are to be calcul.ated and if so, calculates them.

The STÀTE3 program must then determine if an action has

been requested by the operator. This is done by comparing

the base variances deterníned in the first few passes of the

program to the variances just calculated. If the ratio of a

channel variance is less than the first power ratio value

then no action is taken. If the ratio falls between the tv¡o

power ratio values then a close action is taken and if the

ratio is greater than the second power ratio then an open

action is taken. The result.s corresponding to each channel

are then stored in the return pass variables. Once the

program has outputted all- the actions for the number of EMG

signal channels used then the signal processing returns to

the FRAME program and waits for the next interrupt to

restart the STATE3 program.
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3.2.? EMG Àutoreqressive Mode1

The final program to be implenented on the Iimb

controlLer signal processor is an autoregressive model of

the EMG signal. The use of an autoregressive model to

identify unique temporal parameters of the EMG signal vtas

first proposed by Graupe in 1973 143), l'44l , and [45]. r]¡e

control algorithrn was implemented on a microprocessor based

limb controller dedicated to this control algorithm. Àn 8080

¡ras used for this work. while the 8080 was a powerful

microprocessor in 1973, today it is considered a low

performance microprocessor and is rarely used in newly

designed systems. This device is also not a CMOS device so

its final implementation inlo a Iirnb controller would create

power supply problerns. Graupe found that the response time

of the limb controller was much too slor'¡ (around 2.5

seconds) because the 8080 could not calculate the

autoregressive coefficients quickly enough. He is presently

implementing the controÌ algorithm on a 68000 based

microcomputer and est.imates the response time to be reduced

to an acceptable 200 to 300 msecs.

The autoregressive nodel coefficient determination used

is the method of least squares. This rnethod is similar to

the one used by Graupe [46]. The autoregressive model of a

signal is based on the fo1Iowíng eguations taken from

Makhoul [47] where the signal at time n is estimated as a
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Iinear combinaÈion of past values:

ãn

p
=-¡ ak s¿ l3l

k=1

where estimated EMG signal at time n
di screte time
model orde r
coef f ic ient number
autoregressive coef f icients

The error between the actual value of the signal and the

predicted value is given bY:

sn
n
E)

k

à2
p

sn- én = %. ì=?r%
t4l

the EMG signal at time

time n

where

e=tei=ÐL

where

val-ue of
n
error at

Obviously, in order to make the nodeL as accurate as

possible the error must be minirnized. For a random signal'

such as the measured EMG signat the totaL mean squared error

can be stated as:

è2-n

E

p
(s, + ¡ arsr)2\

k=1

ftrlL'rJ

total mean squared error

It is clear that E can be miniinized by:



dE=
dur'

0 I < i <nt---'/

-6 (s, sn-r') 1 s i < p

I6l

l7l

Partial differentiating equation [5] with respect to a , the

following is derived:

p
t
k=1, 

I { %-l s,,-; }

Therefore, we now have a set of p equalions with p unknowns

whi.ch, when solved, will give a minimum value for the total

squared error E as defined in equation [51. The error for

each coefficient vaLue can then be stated by expanding

equation [5] and substituting in equation [7]:

p
s = E (sr2) + E aa 8 (sn so-¡ ) i8l

k=1

The EMG signal can be considered a stationary random

signal as long as its mean and variance are not changing

with time. For the EMG signal it has already been stated

that it is a zeto mean Gaussian process. However I for the

limb controller a slight offset is introduced by the

neasurement systen. This offset is constant and therefore

the mean does not change over tine. Since the variance of

the EMG signal can be control-l-ed it can be stated that for a

given contraction the variance wiII not be changing over

time. This, of course, assumes a constanL contraction where
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the Iimb is not moving, a situation which is especially true

for the amputee where the muscle insertions are missing for

the muscle being measured and so no limb motion can occur.

In addition, present limb control]ers, especially those

using three stale control, use a constant EMG signal power

or variance for control. Thus, for further discussion the

EMc signal will be considered as a stationary signal.

For a stationary random process the autocorrelation of

that process is equal to:

R(i-k)=8(srr-ksn-¿') t9l

where R(i) - autocorreLation of the process

Using equation [9], equations [7] and [8] can be reduced to:

p

k=1
a*n(i-k)

R(0)

- R(i) 1si<p t 10l

+ E a* R(k)
x= I

t11l

It should also be noted that the autocorrelation function is

also an even function i.e.

n(-i) = n(i) l12l



Expanding equation [10] we obtain its matrix form:
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[13 ]

RÔ

R¡
Ra

Rl
Ró

:,

R1
R¡

:,

R¡'t
Rp*

?"

R¿

âl

Rr-, Rp-r Rp-,

Equation t13l can be solved in a variety of ways such

as the Gauss reduction method or Cholesky decomposition.

However, these methods are general and require a great deal

of computations. If we examine the autocorrelation matrix it
can be seen that it is symmeÈric and the elements along the

diagonal. are identical. In addition, the column vector on

the right hand side of [13] uses the same elements as the

autocorrelation matrix. Using these facts Durbín t48l

derived a quick and efficient algorithrn to solve for the

autoregression coefficients. This rnethod requires only 2p

storage locations and p2 + o(p) operations. Thls is a big

saving over the Gauss reduction method which requires p2

storage locations and ps/3 + o(p2) operations and the

Cholesky method which reguires p2/2 storage Iocations and

ps/6 + o(o2) operations. Durbin's recursive ¡nethod can be

spec i f ied as:
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t r+a I

[14b]

[ 1ac ]

t14dl

I l ae 1

+R
1- |

ì ju* * R(i-j)l / E¿

l= i

k,.

tÐt)
aj + 1 s j < i-1

= ( 1-k.? ) * Eo.- 
¡

Equations [14b] to [14e] are solved recursively for í=1 ,2,

...,p and the final solution is given by:

L¿)aj =aj 1<jsp [15]

The major computational load in the calculation of the

autoregressive coefficients is the calcuLation of the

autocorrefation coefficients provided N>>p which is usually

the case. Therefore, any metlrod that nay reduce the number

of cornputations' especially those of nultiplication,
requireil to calculate the autocorrelation coefficients vrould

speed up the processing. One of the more common nethods has

been attributed to Kendall. The results of his work show

that íf we assume N (the nunber of samples) even' then the

expression for autocorrelation can be expressed as:



(N-k) /2-1
R(k) = ¡ [ s'( 2m ) + s ( 2m+ k + 1 ) ] *

m=0 -A(k)-B(k)
I s( 2m+1) +s( 2m+k ) ]

k even
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l16l

(N-k- 1

n(k) = E [s
--ar

) /z-t
(2m)+
A(k)-

s(2m+k+1)l * [s(2m+1)+s(2m+k) ]
B(k)+s(N-1-k)*s(N-1) i< oad [17]

where - coef f ic ient number
- EMG signal
- correction factor
- correction f act.or
- autocorrelation coefficient
- number of data samPles

A(k) and a(k) can be obtained by the recursìve relations:

¿(k) = ¡1¡+2) + s(N-2-k) * s(N-1-k) k even t 18l

h'ith initial condition: e(N)=0.

a(k) = e(k+1 ) k odd t 191

with initial condition: ¡(N-1)=0.

n(k) = s1¡+2) + s(k) * 5(þ+1) k even t20l

with initiaL condition: s(N)=0.

B( k) = u1¡+2) + s(k) * 5(¡+1) k odd t¿t)

with initial condition ¡ s (N-1 ) =0

Using equations [16] and [17] it can be shown that the

number of tnultiplications required to conpute R(k) is

k
k
k

k
s
À

B
R
N



approximately $-k-1) /2, about half the nurnber normally

reguired by direct eval-uation. This decrease in
muJ.tiplications is done at the expense of about 50% more

additions, but since addition is a much quicker operation

than multipJ.ication the overall resuft is significantly
faster computation of the autocorreLation coefficients.

WhiIe the claims of Graupe to have achieved reliable

control of prosthetic Iirnbs with up to 6 degrees of freedom

have been verified by Doerschuk et aI [49], it was decided

to do a preliminary investigation of the possibilities of

using an autoregressive model for this Ii¡nb controller' If

this method would be reliable it would be an ideal

demonstration of the abilities of this Iímb controlLer to

advance the statè of the art in clinical myoelectric linb

controLlers.

À PDP 11 minicomputer wit.h an analog data acguisition

subsystem was used to gather EMG signal data fron 7 test

subjects. These subjects were aII physically normal young

persons in the age range from 19 to 26 years of age. Six

males and one female were used. The age and sex should

create insignificant changes in results, but the use of

physically normal people was selected because of ease in

finding test subjects and because this woutd be a comparison

of fairJ.y similar subjects. Ðata were taken for six

movements and a refaxation calibrat ion trial from an
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electrode siluated at approximately the insertion of the

deltoid muscle on the lateral side of the Left arm. The six

actions were divided into tvro sets of lhree similar actions.

Low power and high power contractions for elbow extension,

el-bow flexion, and wrist supination were neasured and the

EMG signal data gathered. The subject's arm was fixed in

place so as not to aIlow any movement and thereby introduce

nonstationary properties into the measured EMG signal. The

data were filtered to give a bandpass of 10 to 1000 Hz and

was sampled at 25OO Hz for 820 msecs. The subjects were

tested five times each with a rest period of 5 minutes in

between tests to allow testing for repeatability. It should

be realized that this was not the most stringent of tesl

conditions but was adequate for prelirninary investigation.

After gathering of the EMG signal data, the data nere

transferred to the university mainframe computer for

analysis. The program called ARTEST (found in the Iimb

controller software development manual given in the

oibliography) nas used to anaLyze the data and output the

coefficients. Tests were done to sirnulate various sampling

râtes and sampling periods. The results varied wiilely

between subjects, but for each subject the results were

consistent with the exceptíon of the first subject used in

the test procedure. The discrepancy could be explained by

the fact that this was the first test subject used so thatf

in fact, the testing procedure was not as controlled as for

the later subjects. The results for one of the subjects is
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given in Tables 2 Lo 6

Graupe found that when using four coefficients the best

muscle discriminations patterns were found for a sampling

frequency of 500 Hz and a sampling duration of about 200

msecs [50]. rrom the data given in the tables it can be seen

that for this sampling freguency and duration good

discrimination between actions can be obtained. For example'

if the results of 500 Hz for 204 ¡nsecs (table 6c) are

examined, the Ìow power actions can be distinguished from

the high power actions by the loner variance value. Action

EE-LP is uniquely defined by much more negative a1 and a3

coefficients; action EE-HP is uniquely defined by a

moderately negative al coefficient and a high positive a4

coefficienti action WS-LP is uniquely defíned by a positive

a1 coefficienl and a high positive a4 coefficient. For high

power actions the coefficients used to distinguish actions

are different' but the method of analysis is the same. It is

interesting to note that for alL sampling rates and

durations, except for those of 819 msecs, good

discriminatíon between actions could be obtained; unlike

Graupe's results ¡rhere he found 500 Hz and approximately 200

msecs to give best discrimination. Additional tests were

per.f ormed to check on the effects of using different numbers

of autoregressive coefficients. It was found that reducing

the number of coefficients sometimes would not yield

sufficient information on which to uniquely define an
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EE-Elbow Extension EF- Elbow Flexion wS- wrist Supination

Àction I EE-LP EF,-I,P WS-LP EE-HP EF_HP i.¡S-HP

Table 2a Data sarnpled at 2500 Hz fot 819 nsecs.

Àction: EE-LP EF-L,P WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

-0.390
-0 .126
-0.050
-0.055
+0.020

-0.225
-0.118
-0.068
-0.038
+0.019

-0.127
-0.032
+0.002
+0.020
+0.026

24
62
80
66
61

-0,391
+0. 1 1 1

+0.072
+0.047
+0.046

-0.260
+0.221
+0.028
+0.094
+0.059

âl
a2

a4
var

-0 .404
-0 ,177
-0.077
-0.067
+0.025

-0.283
-0.099
-0.056
-0.057
+0 ,027

-0.225
-0.039
-0.019
+0.057
+0.014

-0.528
+0.349
-0.089
+0.054
+0.196

-0.338
+0 . 123
+0.066
-0.004
+0.051

-0.265
+0.179
+0.039
+0.067
+0.047

a2
a3

var

-0.535
-v.l>¿
+0.001
-0.080
+0.038

-0.260
-0.106
-0.067
-0.061
+0.038

21
47
21
28
14

_^ t2c
+0 .37 4
-0.086
+0.055
+0.181

-0.246
+0.100
+0 .1 12
-0.041
+0.054

-0.250
+0 .214
+0.044
+0.067
+0.060

Êtl
a2
a3
a4
var

-u. bb I

-0.159
+0.014
-0.042
+0.063

-0.458
-0.082
-0.044
-0.025
+0.047

-0,290
-0.078
+0.089
+0.051
+0.014

07
32
54
79
73

121
053
114
068
058

-0.303
+0,177
+0.048
+0.025
+0.065

AI
a2

t

-0.5
+0.3
-0.0
+0.0
+0.1

-0
+0
+0
-0
+0

-0.5
+0.3
-0. 1

+0. 0
+0. 1

Table 2b Dôta sanpl.ed at 2500 Hz tot 409 msecs

Action: EE-LP EF-I,,P WS-LP EE-HP .EF-HP WS-HP

-0.2
-0.0
+0.0
+0.0
+0.0

Table 2c Data sampled at 2500 Hz fot 204 nsecs.

ÀcLion: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

Table 2d Data sampled at 2500 Hz for 102 msecs.

Table 2 Results for data sarnpled at 2500 Hz with various
sampling durations.
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EE-Elbo$ Extension EF- Elbow Flexion vls- wrist Supination

ÀcTion: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

al
a2
a3
a4
var

-0.317
-0.110
-0.008
+0.010
+0.019

-0.168 -0.033
-0. 106 +0.008
+00.023 -0.064+0.021 -0.079+0.020 +0.026

136
088
078
088
171

081
013
045

+0.203
+0.129
+0.055
-0.010
+0.06'1

al
a2
a3
a4
var

_tl 22tr

-0. 148
-0.050
-0.004
+0 .026

48 -0.073
20 -0.004
22 -0.037
15 -0.214
28 +0.014

+0.1 16
+0.060
+0.092
+0.1 10
+0.206

+0.046
-0.006
+0.052
+0.064
+0.052

+0.183
+0 .07 7
-0.004
-0.047
+0.048

a1
a2
a3
a4
var

-0 .482
-0.166
-0.014
+0.016
+0.036

-0.156
-0.141
+0.060
-0.080
+0.041

-0.087
-0.015
-0.021_^ ttrt
+0.013

060
086
094
200

.082

.078

.008

.113

.057

.204

.0s8

.029

.012

al
a2
a3
a4
var

.607

.140

.046

.006

-0.259
-0.161
+0.138
-0.113
+0.053

-0.185
+0.049
-u.u+ t
-0.373
+0 . 01 3

+0. 187
+0.021
+0.088
+0.152
+0.205

+0.083
-0.154
-0.035
+0 .17 4
+0.060

+0 . 127
+0.024
-0.007
-0.008
+0.067

+0
+0
-U

+0.
+0.
+0.

+0
-0
-0
+0
+0

+0.
+0.
+0.
+0.
+0.

+0
+0
+0
+0

-0.1
-0.1
+0.0
-0.0
+0.0

-0.009
+0.070

Tabfe 3a Dat.a sampled at 1250 Hz for 819 msecs.

Àction! EE-LP EF-L,P WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

Table 3b Data sampled at 1250 Hz tot 409 msecs.

Action: EE-I,,P EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

+0.199

+0.061

Table 3c Data sampJ.ed at 1250 Hz fot 204 msecs.

Àction3 EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

-0
-0
+0
+0
+0.061

Table 3d Data sampled at 1250 Hz for 102 msecs

Tabl.e 3 Results for data sampled at'1 250 Hz with various
sampling durations.
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EE-EIbow Extension EF- Elbow Flexion ws- wríst Supination

Àction: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

Table 4b Data sampled at 833 Hz for 409 msecs.

Àction: EE-LP EF=LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

a'1

a4
var

-0.386
-0.006
_^ n22
+0.015
+0.025

-0.163
+0.000
-0.018
+0.1 1 1

+0.024

.U IJ

.¿tb

.078

.015

+0.210
+0.136
+0.201
+0 .07 2
+0.174

+0.125
+0.043
-0. 01 3
+0.103
+0.055

+0.178
-0.062
+0.029
-0.005
+0.045

a2
a3

-0 .447
-0.034
-0.049
+0.010
+0.038

-0.176 -0+0.034 +0
-0.040 -0+0.084 +0
+0.036 +0

.044

.1 47
1¿"L

.015

+0.171
+0.067
+0.242
+0.128
+0.151

+0.175
-0.051
-0.121
+0. 158
+0.059

66
29

59
56

al
a2
a3
a4

-0.598
+0.059
-0 .07 6
+0.047
+0.063

-0.168
+0.050
-0.083
+0.079
+0.050

-0.042
+0.036
-0.352
+0.075
+0.014

+0.105
-0.028
-0.043
+0. 1 07
+0.059

+0.127
-0.033
+0.082
-0.048
+0.049

+0.138
+0.012

for data sampled at 833 Hz with various
g durat i ons.

a2
a3

_ô too
-0 .117
+0.029
+0.030
+0.019

-0.158
-0.025
+0.036
+0.138
+0.017

-0.022
-o.021
-0.054
+0.021
+0.029

+0.174
+0.089
+0.'1 39
+0.063
+0 ,147

+0.131
+0.084
-0.04'1
+0.029
+0.049

.001

.027

.0s6

-u
+0
+0

+0. 1

-0.1
+0.1
-0.0
+0.0

Table 4a Ðata sampled at 833 Hz for 819 msecs

Àction: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

+0

+0
+0

.050

Tab1e 4c Data sampLed at 833 Hz f.or 204 msecs.

Action: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

+0. 1 1 1

+0. 1 61
+0.190
+0.079
+0.152

Tab1e 4d Data sampled at 833 Hz 1.or 102 msecs.

Table 4 Resul
samPl

ts
in
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EE-E1bow Extension EF- Elbow Flexion WS- Wrist Supination

Action: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS_HP

Table 5a Ðata sampled at 625 Hz for 819 msecs.

Action3 EE-LP EF-L,P vlS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

a2

var

-0.187
+0.002
+0.015
-0.106
+0 ,022

-0.092
+0.026
+0.089
+0.123
+0.023

+0.0'1 1

-0.082
+0.021
-0.151
+0.031

+0.051
+0.088
-0.036
+0.024
+0.165

.07 7

.010

.008

.000

.042

034
013
062

a2
a3
a4
var

-0.225
-0.064
+0.044
-0.098
+0.031

-0.108
+0.038
+0.046
+0 .1 42
+0.035

+0.003
-u. tö¿r
+0.033
-0,112
+0.015

+0.032
+0.093
+0.013
+0.033
+0 .202

+0.013
+0.050
+0.022
+0.047

+0.060
-0.027
+0.040
+0.086
+0.051

-0.1 14
+0.001
+0.089
+0.166
+0.050

-0.051
-0.189
+0.094
-0.123
+0.015

50
88

40
06

032
025
115
027
051

+0.052
+0.020
+0.068
+0.160
+0.062

+0
+0
-0
+0
+0

+0
+0
+0
-0
+0

+0
-0
+0

+0.042
+0.015
-0.
+0.

.027+0

Table 5b Data sampled at 625 Hz fot 409 msecs.

Àctions EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

al
a2

a4
va

-0.383
-0.015

+0.0
+0.0
-0.0
+0.0
+0.2t

-0,123
+0.037

+0.043

Tabl-e 5c Data sampled at 625 Hz for 204 msecs.

Action: EE-LP EF-LP WS_LP EE-HP EF_HP WS-HP

al
a2
a3

var

-0.448
+0.026
+0.018
-0.089
+0.075

-0.192
+0.134
+0.002
+0.256
+0.059

+0.001
-0,346
+0.193
-0.033
+0.016

-0.037
+0.122
-0 .024
+0.030
rr\ i OÉ

.143

. tÞJ

.047

074
314
067

+0.010
+0.122

-0.009
_^ ô2t
+0
+0
+0

Table 5d Data sampled at 625 Hz f.or 102 msecs.

Table 5 Results for data sampled aL 625 Hz with various
sampfing durat ions.
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EE-ELbow Extension EF- EIbow Flexion wS- wrist Supination

Action: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

-l

a2
a3
a4
var

-0.164
-0.008
-0.153
-0.001
+0.018

-0.191
+0.013
+0 .047
+0 .07 7
+0.02'1

-0.006
+0.045
-0.053
+0.047
+0.029

+0.123
+0.177
-0.042
-0.0'1 5
+0. 163

.081

.010

. 041

+0

-0
+0

+0
+0

+0.100
+0.035

.07 1

.048

.024

.U¿¿

.059

+0.090
-0.014
+0.080
+0.143
+0 .0 47

Table 6a Data sampled at 500 Hz for 819 msecs.

Action: EE-LP EF-LP WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

a1
a2
a3

var

¿t3
106
021

,246
.004
.013
.17 0

096
010
054

+0 .17 4
+0.178
-0.042
+0.001
+0. 2'1 0

+0.097
+0.087
-0.076
+0.045
+0.050

-0,312
-0.045

-0
+0

+u
+0

-0
+0
+0

+0,

+0.196
+0.014

Table 6b Data sampled at 500 Hz for 409 msecs

Action3 EE-LP EF-L,P WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

.031

Tab1e 6c Data sanpled at 500 Hz fot 204 msecs

ACtiON: EE-LP EF-I-,P WS-LP EE-HP EF-HP WS-HP

-0.489
-0.013
-0.186
+0.1 68
+0.030

-0.320
-0.024
-0.062
+0.224
+0.045

+0.102
-0,096
-0.034
+0.248
+0.015

.167 +0.020

.134 +0.048

.034 -0.046

.043 +0.064

.1999 +0.052

+0.021
+0.028
+0.186
+0.119
+0.061

al
a2
-)
a4

-0.590
+0.051
-0.225
+0.231

-0.459
-0.121
-0.024
+u. I ¿3

+0. 1 31

+0.001
+0.335

089
086
176

-0 . 141
+0.023
-0.038
-u. l+¿

,012
.01 7
. t 86
.07 4

al

a3
a4
va r

+0
-0
+0
+0

+0
+0
+0
+0
+0

+0.

+0.

+0.287

Table 6d Data sampled at 500 Hz fot 102 msecs.

Tab1e 6 Resul
sampl

ts
in

for data sanpled at 500 Hz with varíous
g durat ions.
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Using more coefficients yielded rnore information,action.
but the discrimination between actions was not i nc reased

needed toenough to justify the extra processing time

calculate thè extra autoregressive coefficients.

The results as a whole vtere encouraging enough to try

to implement the autoregressive model on a microcomputer to

test its response tine and susceptibility to a smaller word

length. The program was implemented on an IBM PC

microcomputer because I as discussed previously, it gives a

similar environment to that of the fimb control]er. Four

programs were used !o test the autoregressive model on the

IBM PC and are called EMGDISK' EMGHEX ' EMGAR ' and ARVERIFY.

These programs are discussed rnore completely later on in

this chapter.

3.2.3 EMG Autoreoressive Model Processinq

Àfter testing of the autoregressive model was completed

it was decided to implement it on the Limb controller. The

resulting program is called ÀRMODEL and its general

flowchart is given in Figure 22. This program was mainJ.y

implemented to show the processing pol{er of the limb

controller's signal processor. The program begins in a

similar rnanner to the STATE3 program by resetting and

clearing pass and internal control variables. Next, the

prograrn takes the data sample and using the method oullined
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above calculates the autocorrelation and autoregressive

coefficients. The controL output is determined by finding

what action the resulting coefficients most closely

rese¡nble, provided that they fatl within a certain range of

the action coefficients. The reference action coefficients

are calculated each lime the fimb controller is reset. In a

clinical l-inb controLler it may be adequate to store the

coefficients in permanent memory, but for this demonstration

device it is best that a calibration run be executed on

reset to aIlow easy modification of electrode placement and

test subject usage. The caLibration run requests the action

that it wishes the user to execute by outputting the same

action on the prosthetic Iimb. This creates a simple

learning process because alL the user has to do is imitate

the actions of the prosthetic 1inb. It should be remembered

that for normal subjects the limb on which the electrode is

pJ.aced shouLd be made immobile so as not to introduce

nonstationary properties to the EMG signal.

3.3 EMG SionaI Processino Development Software

A variety of programs were needed to test the proposed

use of the autoregressive modef of the EMG signal. It is not

the intention of the author to discuss the operation of

these programs at Iength in this section, but rather, to

give the reader a general impression as to the operation and

reLationship between these prograrns. A more detailed
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discussion of these programs is given in the limb controller

software development manual given in the Bibliography.

The development programs create the shell for the

development of a fuII EMG signal processing test network of

possible control. algorithrns before they are implemented for

cl-inical testing on the limb controller. The programs are

written mostly in assembler because of the speed advantage

and aLso because there is presently no higher language

support that makes it convenient to down load the program

code to the linb controll-er from the IBM Pc used to develop

the software. Àny programs used for soflware development

that were written in a higher language v¡ere not intended to

be used on the limb controller.

The first program is the ARTEST Program. This program

was used for the initiat testing of the autoregressive model

on the university mainframe computer and a general flowchart

describing its operation is given in Figure 23. The program

cafculates the autoregressive coefficients using the method

given in Section 3.2.2, The program sirnulates different

sanpling rates and sampling durations by selecting data from

the EMG data files in differing orders. For example, knowing

that the sampling rate used was 2500 Hz a rate of. 1250 Hz

can be simuLated by selecting every second data itern.

Differing rates can be simulated by similar technigues.

Counting the number of data items selected and knowing the
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sampling frequency being simulated, the sampling duration

can al-so be varied. The results of the progran are outputted

to a data file for possible further study. The results given

in Tables 2 Eo 6 show an example of the output from this

pr og ram .

Àfter initial testing it was decided to do further

tests on a microcomputer to simulate the model's performance

on the limb controller. The computer selected was an IBM

PC/XT f.ot reasons outl-ined previously. Two data acguisitions

programs were written to acquire EMG signal data and store

it on disk for further analysis by other programs. The first

data acquisition program is the EMGHEX program whose general

flowchart is given in Figure 24. The program first requests

the sanpling rate and duration desired for sampling as well-

as the data fife to be used for storage. Next, the analog to

digital converter is setup for the sanpling rate and

duration request.ed and the EMG signal data are acquired. For

thís program the EMG signal data are stored on disk exactly

as it would, be in mernory. This data can then be used by the

EMGÀR program.

The second data acquisition program is the EMGDISK

program and a general flowchart is given in Figure 25. This

program operates in a similar rnanner to the EMGHEX program

for acquiring the data but the storage on disk ís in a much

different nanner. The data are converted to a binary coded
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data (BCD) form before it is stored on disk. This allows

testing by higher language programs without necessitating a

conversion routine from hexadecimal to BCD. The resulting

data can then be used by programs similar to the ARVERIFY

program.

The EMGÀR program is used to test the autoregressive

model coefficient calcuÌation and decision algorithms. À

general- flowchart of the EMGAR program is given in Figure

26. The program first requests the sampling rate and

duration desired and also, whether the data are to be

acquired directly fron a test subject or if the data are to

be taken from dísk. In addition ' the program requesls

whether a debugging output is to be given or a feedback

display. The debug display outputs the autoregressive

coefficients aJ.ong with the action selected on screen whil'e

the feedback display gives a bar graph display of the action

selected versus other actions for training purposes. The

EMGÀR prograrn then sets up the analog to digíta1 converter

anil acquires the EMG signal data or gets the data from disk.

Next the program calculates the autoregressive

coefficients using the technique described in Section 3.2.2.

After the coefficients have been calcuLated they are readied

for output. If this is a calíbration run then the progra¡n

exit,s to this procedure. However, for normal operation if

the debug ilisplay has been sefected the coefficients are
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outputted. An example of the debug display output is given

in Figure 27. lwo action decision algorithms are available

for use as selected by the user. Decision type 1 bases its

decision on finding which action the coefficients just

calcuLated correspond most closely, while decision type 2

counts the nurnber of times that each coefficient came within

the range of the actíon coefficients as calculated by the

calibration procedure. The action to which the most

coefficients came within range is outputted as the decision.

If the feedback display is selected the bar graph output is

Ioaded with the various action counts from either one of the

two decision algorithms. The resuLts outputted to the screen

allow the usèr to see what action is selected and also how

closely the actions were to being cfassified as another

action. Àn exampLe of this display is given in Figure 28.

The calibration procedure of the EMGAR program ís used

to a11ow lhe user to calibrate the various autoregressive

coefficients for each actíon. The user may select the number

of trials the calibratíon is to be taken over and also has

control over when the EMG signal data are to be taken. Àfter

aI1 the coefficients have been calculated the EMGÀR program

calculates the average coefficient value, the power level to

define Low and high power actions and finally the range

around the catculated average coefficient. The results may

then be outputted to the printer for a hard copy of the

calibration procedure or for further testing. An example of
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the calibration output is given in Figure 29.

The final programf ARVERIFY' is in itself not very

usefulr but is included as an example of how a higher leve1

language program can use the data f il"es created by the

EMGHEX and EMGDISK program. The ARVERIFY progratn vas used to

verify the correct operation of the EMGÀR coefficient

caLculation and a general flowchart is given in Figure 30.

Notice that to read data from data files created by the

EMGÐISK program only a standard read process is needed

because of the vray the data has been formatted by the

EMGDISK program. In addition, the sampling rate and duration

are given in the first two data items respectively. However 
'

as shorvn in the ÀRVERIFY program' data files created by the

EMGHEX program can also be used as long as the EMG signal

data are converted from hex to decimal when it is read from

the data f ile.
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CHÀPTER 4

TESTINGs RESULTS ÀND DI SCUSSION

The testing and evaluation of the Iimb controlLer was

based on the controlLer's ability to effect the required

function than on some numerical performance criteria because

numerical results woul"d be inapplicable here. This is

because this Iimb controller is at a very prelirninary stage

of design and wilf need many ref i.nements before it will be

ready to be implemented for full cfinical trials. It was

decided that meeting the goal of developing a computer based

myoelectric Iimb controlLer would be shown if t.he following

c r iteria couLd be met:

f ) it could be demonstrated that al-L sections of the limb

controller operated as de s i gned.

2) that the sof tv¡are could duplicate the present technology

of clinicat myoeJ-ectric limb control.lers (i.e. two and

three state control from several muscl.e sites).

3 ) correct operation could be accompJ-ished for several

users.
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The second goal of examining the feasibility or

infeasibility of using microcomputers as myoelectric limb

controllers wiII be discussed more on the basis of the

author's experiences in the design of this limb controller

than on a ful1-ftedged evaluation procedure. The projects

that wilI foIlow this initial developrnent projec! will need

to include a more conplete evaluation of the adequacy of

using rnicroconputers in myoelectrÍc limb controllers.

The limb controller presently avai.Lable is the second

prototype of a computer based myoelectric limb controller.

The f irst prototype discussed in chapter 2 under Limb

Controller Implementation was also designed and built as

part of this thesis and so in the discussion of test results

both controllers will be included.

4.1 Test Procedures

Às mèntioned above the limb controller was tèsted on

the basis of 'rDoes ít work?". That is, aI1 possible

operations and modes of the Iimb controller hard¡vare and

softnare r¡ere lested. The order of testíng was as follows:

verification of the operation of each microcomputer

within the limb controLler both separately and together

using the shared memory.
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verification of the operation of the data acquisition

subsystem, test.ing boÈh the anaIog and digitaL circuits.

verification of the operation of the joint motor controf

and timb position feedback subsystem with and without

nicroprocessor control.

selection of Iimb actions using a variable voltage

supply to select the desired actions; - single function,

multi function, and preprogrammed movements.

implementation of two state control ' three stale

controlr and autoregressive model control algorithms.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The first four test procedures deal with verifying the

operation of the hardware of the limb controller. This was

accornplished by running test prograrns on the Iinb controller

computers and insuríng that the microprocessors' memory

(both shared and local.), and control circuitry operated in a

correct manner. The hardware could be easily tested by using

logic anatyzers, oscilloscopes, multimeters, and a variety

of other test equipment¡ but the correct operation of the

Iimb controller software denands cfoser scrutiny.

3

4
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Testing of two and three state controL was done by

first verifying that the control algorithm could be

implemented and then operated by the author. After it was

found that these control algorithms could be operated by the

author, several subjects were used to verify that the device

could be operated by a wide range of users, most with l-ittle

or no technical knowledge as to the operation of the linb

controller. TÌro state control was the easiest of the two

control methods, with the subject typically able to move the

prosthetic limb at will after only a few tries. Three state

control was more difficult to Iearn, but after severaL

minutes most subjects could operate the prosthetic limb with

a reasonable degree of accuracy. For three state control it

was found that the two power thresholds had to be customized

to each user. This is similar to clinical three state Ii¡nb

controllers lrhere the threshold values must be adjusted for

each individual.

The autoregressive model provided less than desirable

control because even the best user could only attaín up to

50% accuracy on the nuèen progratn rdritten on the IBM PC and

less than this using the ÀRMODEL program on the Iimb

controfler. This is much less than expected from the tests

done initially. However, this could be explained by the fact

that fixed poínt arithmetic was used in the autoregressive

coefficient calculatíon instead of floating point

arithmetic. Fixed poin! arithmetic speeds up the coefficient
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calculatíon, buÈ allovrs inaccuracies to creep into the

calculation. Fixed point is necessary to maintain the

processing speed because float.ing point calculations take

much more time than fixed point calculations. Thereforel

until these problems with the autoregressive model can be

addressed and solved the autoregressive model wiIl not

provide good prosthesis contro]. However ' the potential is

there anil it is suggested that further work on the

autoregressive model be done.

The autoregressive model running on the limb conÈroll,er

does display one very imporlant characteristic. This t.he

ability of the lirnb controller to implement computationally

orientated algorithms and execute them in real time. It al.so

shows that the control memory i.s large enough to handle

complex control programs.

The limb controller does demonstrate that a computer

based myoelectric Limb controller is feasible and' in fact'

is a very desirable device. The lirnb controller provides

many facilities that conventional myoelectric limb

controllers do not, and never wiLl be abLe to. Once the

hardware on this cont.roller was debugged and operational the

present technology for limb controllers (i.e. trvo and three

state control) was implernented in software in approximately

three days. Às weII, this could be customized for each user

with quíck and relativety símp1e software changes. This
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deveLopment time for software is of course much faster than

for comparable hardware developnent. The limb controll'er

provides facitities that cannot be duplicated by any other

non-computer based Iimb controller such as preprogrammed

multifunctional movements, superimposed movements, and limb

position feedback. These potential advances in myoelectric

prosthesis control were barely utitized in this project and

the potential for the Limb controller is almost Litnitless.

There are some problems such as povter consumption and size,

but as discussed previously these can be overcome, the power

consumption by some design changes and rniniaturization of

sections of the limb controlLer by using VLSI ,

hybridization, and other miniaturization techniques.

The author is guite convinced fron his experiences in

designing the limb con!roLler, and from observing the

prosthetic limb industry as an electrical engineer in a

medical worId, that clinical computer based myoelectric Iinb

controllers w j.LL occur withín the next several years. These

devices vrill probably not be as sophisticated as this limb

controller, but they will incorporate many of the ideas and

control advantages presented in this project. It is the

author's hope that this project may be used to help in

creating more advanced myoelectric limb controllers that

will provide amputees with improved prostheses, allowing

them a chance to better utilize those tools that normal

human beings take for granted.



CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATI ONS

The microcomputers of the limb controller work as

designed, but there are several things that rnust be

corrected in a third prototype of the Iimb controller. There

is a large amount of noise on the power supply lines of the

computers. This noise enters the data acquisition subsection

despite its isolation through two dc-dc converters. This

causes additional inaccuracies to those normalJ-y present in

the measurement of the EMG signal. The inaccuracies are not

large because the noise is of very high frequency, but it is

conceivable that the analog to digital converter gives

occasional- incorrecL neasurements because of this high

frequency noise. It was found that the noise is caused by

the 82C84 clock driver chip used to supply the clock

frequencies for the linb controller. This noise seerns to be

inherent in the 82C84 because several chips were tried. The

noise is peculiar because it has a large fundamental at 20

MHz. In the third prototype it is suggested that a different
method of clock generation be examined so as to remove this
noise.

À great deal of logic

operation of the limb cont.roller

is needed to control the

thesupport e i rcui try. In
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and thereby
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( Per., ) should be used to

save space and pos s i b1y

The data acquisition subsection works well and is very

accurate considering the noise problems on the power suppJ.y

tines. However, as mentioned previously it accounts for most

of the por,¡.e r usage by the f imb control-Ier . Theref ore ' in the

future a method of data acquisition using less power should

be developed. This should involve some of the expensive very

Iow power CMOS operational amplifiers rather than the Less

expensive low power JFET operational amplifiers.

The electrode interface to the limb controller
presently consists of shielded cables. rhis is awkward and

should be replaced by a less cunbersorne technigue which

could include transmission of the EMG signals by smaIl

transmi tter s,

The joint motor control subsection operates as it
should except that there is at present no method for

imp3.ementing proportional controL of the joint motors.

Proportional control is an up and coming feature of clinical
myoelectric linb controlLers and so in a third limb

controller prototype the ability to implement proportional

control should be included.
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Limb position feedback data acquisition r'¡orks as it
should. However, there is presenlIy no transducer to measure

the position of each joint. Thereforê, a transducer to

rneasure the position of each joint should be developed to

nake use of the Iimb position feedback abilities.

Software additions should include the implementation of

several practical preprogrammed and multifunction movements.

This should involve research to find severaL practical

preprogrammed movements as well- as developing an easy to use

technique for invoking thosè actions. Às weIl, several

promising new control algorithms should be impJ.emented and

tested, in addition to refining the autoregressiüe model

technique already impJ.emented.

There is aLso a need to develop a model to make the

prosthetic limb motion more natural. This coul.d be done by

examining models of human Limb motion and developing a nodel

of Lhe prosthetic limb motion and then correlating the tlro

nodels.



CHÀPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize a large and extensive project' such as

this onef is never an easy task for an author. The

temptation to gloss over what to the author is obvious is

continuous as is the temptation to move to the other extreme

and expJ.ain everything in deÈaí1 to the reader. Throughout

this thesis the author has attempted to shy away from the

detail and present lhe overall concepts and results of the

work. rn summarizing this project lhis too is the author's

des i re

The most inportant result of the work i s the

demonstration of the feasibility of using both low computing

power and high computing power microcomputers in clinical
myoelectric prostheses. This feasibiJ.íty ranges from the

power consunption of less than 500 mA (wíth the very real

possibility of reducing thÍs substantially) to the increased

functionality of the prosthesis that this Iimb controller
provides. The advantages that this type of Iimb controller
provides over present anal.og myoelectric Iimb controllers

are; increased avai labi l ity to previously medícal1y

ineligible amputees (eg. spastics, etc... ) i easy
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impl-ementation of custom prosthesis conÈroL algorithns

through software; provisions for a variety of preprogrammed

movements; abitity to give superimposed movements; joint
position feedbacki and easier development of new clinical
prosthesis control algorithms.

The timb controller in its present form is designed to

be used as a developmental tool for future prosthesis

control- aLgorithms and also for hardware development of new

microcomputer based myoelectric Iimb cont.ro1Iers. It a1lov¡s

the impJ.ementation and testing of various limb control

algorithms in real time rather than in computer simulation

and shows the hardware processing requirements needed for

real time implementation of these contro] algorithms on

microprocessors. Since the control algorithms are developed

in software the development tirne for nevr control algorithns

is relatively guick as conpared to hardware developrnent. A

demonstration of the above was the implementation of the two

and three state control algorithms in just three days and

also the implementation of the autoregressive model control

aJ.gorithm in several weeks.

The tr,ro and three state controL algorithms ilorked âs

welL as those in use in presen! clinical limb controllers
thereby demonstratíng that the limb controller can already

provide as good control- as any present clinical myoelectric

Iimb controller. Hovrever, the autoregressive model of the
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EMG signal did not provide sufficiently accurate controf to

be presently considered for implementation in a clinical

device. The algorithm does show great promise and continued

work should provide better control.
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